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Summary. Theoretical analysis of the effects of variations in moisture content and tempera- 
rare on the creep of wood is presented. Thermodynamics of the processes of diffusion of 
water in wood microstructure is discussed and distinction is drawn between macrodiffusion 
and microdiffusion~ The constitutive relation for steady states of moisture content and tem- 
perature is formulated on the basis of Maxwell chain model whose viscosity coefficients 
depend on moisture content and temperature. It is shown that the apparent acceleration of 
creep due to simultaneous drying (or wetting) as well as heating (or cooling) may be modeled 
as additional, stress-induced shrinkage (or swelling) and stress-induced thermal expansion (or 
contraction), described by shrinkage and thermal expansion coefficients that depend on the 
absolute values of the rates of pore humidity and temperature. Certain other sources of Jr- 
reversibility of creep are also discussed. 

Introduction 

At variable humidity, the deformations of  stressed wood are extremely complex 
and have, so far, eluded realistic mathematical description. The intricacy of  
various phenomena exhibited by wood is most comprehensively, yet succinctly, 
described by Grossman (1976). An excellent overview of  the state-of-the-art is 
available in recent NSF workshop proceedings (1978). Various significant ad- 
vances to describe diverse aspects of  the behavior have been made, e.g., by 
Grossman (1971, 1976, 1978), Armstrong (1972), Leicester (1971), Schaffer (1972), 
Cave (1978), Zahn (1978), Schniewind et al. (1972, 1968, 1967), Ugolev (1976), 
Sadoh (1981), Dinwoodie etal. (1981), Johnson (1978), Ranta-Maunus (1973), 
Arima and Grossman (1978), Hunt (1982), Armstrong and Kingston (1962), Chri- 
stensen (1962), Armstrong and Christensen (1962), and others. 

It is remarkable that the deformations of  stressed wood at variable humidity 
exhibit characteristics very similar to certain other materials of  a completely dif- 
ferent chemistry and microstructure, especially portland cement concretes (Ba~ant, 
1975, 1972, 1970, 1975, 1982). If  we accept that this resemblance cannot be by 
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chance, there must exist certain essential characteristics common to these 
materials: 
1) These materials are porous with a broad range of pore sizes, including large 

capillary pores, as well as subcapillary pores of molecular dimensions. 
2) The material forming the pore walls is strongly hydrophylic, with strong ad- 

sorption properties. 
The present study, based on a 1982 report (Ba~ant 1982) attempts setting up a 
speculative model which is based on these two essential characteristics and seems 
capable of describing, at least in the qualitative sense, all the essential phenomena 
displayed by stressed and unstressed wood at variable humidity. 

Physical mechanism of water diffusion and creep 

Rapid drying as well as wetting causes an acceleration of creep of wood. When this 
acceleration was observed, it was at first proposed that the viscosity coefficient in 
the constitutive equation should be considered to depend on the magnitude of the 
moisture flux which, in turn, depends on the magnitude of the gradient of moisture 
concentration, or of pore pressure. This hypothesis, however, was soon disproved 
by observing experimentally that a steady-state diffusion of water through a 
stressed specimen of wood does not seem to appreciably accelerate creep (e.g., 
Armstrong 1972; Grossman 1976; Johnson 1978). if, however, we look more closely 
at the microstructure of the pore system, the idea that the moisture flux affects the 
creep rate seems feasible in a modified form. 

Wood consists of very elongated, thread-like cells (Fig. 1 a), typically 2 mm in 
length and 0.02 mm in width. Each cell has a hollow core, or lumen, and a fibrous 
wall made up of microfibrils (Dinwoodie 1975; Kollmann, C6t6 1968; Siau 1971; 
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Mark 1965). The cell lumens represent relatively large, capillary pores (of typical 
diameter 0.01 ram), in which the water is in a liquid or vapor state and does not 
participate in the transmission of permanent applied load. The fibrous cell walls 
(Fig. l b) contain numerous microscopic pores (micropores) which are of sub- 
capillary dimensions (gell-type pores). Water molecules in these micropores are 
strongly held (adsorbed) to the pore walls, and if the gap between the opposite 
walls is only a few molecules in width, the gap may be completely filled by 
adsorbed water molecules. Water molecules in these micropores are no doubt 
capable of transmitting significant permanent loads, as is known from the theory of 
disjoining pressure in hindered adsorbed water layers (cf. Ba/iant 1972). Thus when 
the molecules in the micropores are displaced in the process of drying or wetting, it 
must affect the deformation due to applied load. By contrast, no such effect should 
occur in the macropores, since water in them does not resist the applied load. 

The sizes of the micropores are not the same. Some are larger and some are 
smaller (Banks 1981). The macroscopic transport of water tends to pass principally 
through the passages of least resistance, which is through the widest and shortest 
pores. Assuming viscous flow, the flux of water (either liquid or vapor) would then 
vary directly as the cube of the pore width (and so, e.g., if some micropores are 
5-times wider than others, 125-times more water flows through them). The water 
passages include the capillary pores (cell lumen) and, since these pores are not 
continuous, also the largest and shortest micropore passages through the cell wall, 
many of which may be provided by the pit structure. Thus, it appears that in the 
process of macroscopic water transport through wood, most of the migrating water 
molecules should pass only through the macropores and only through a small 
portion of the micropores whose volume is probably negligible. Most of the water 
in the micropores would not participate in the macroscopic water transport. The 
micropores get filled or emptied in a local diffusion process which transports water 
between the micropores and the adjacent macropores locally while having a zero 
resultant flux vector macroscopically. 

In wood microfibrils, there exist so-called amorphous regions where weak cross 
links (H-bonds) are known to break and reform due to thermal motion, at a rate 
depending on temperature according to the activation energy theory. Creep is 
viewed as an accumulation of dislocations due to the breakages of cross links. 
Unsatisfied cross link sites are hydrophylic, i.e. attract water molecules, and are 
responsible for the hygroscopic deformations (shrinkage and swelling). Thus, the 
migration of water molecules through the micropores may be expected to increase 
the rate of cross-link breakages, thereby accelerating creep. This happens to a 
significant degree only in the microscopic (local) diffusion. At steady state, the 
macroscopic diffusion may be expected to bypass most of the micropores (Fig: 1), 
passing only through those few micropores which lie on the passages of least resis- 
tance. Accordingly, a steady-state transport of water through wood, in which the 
cell walls do not change their water content but merely permit water molecules to 
pass through, should not cause any significant acceleration of creep, as observed in 
experiments. 

Let us now try to make a rough quantitative estimate of the effect of pore 
width, w. First we should recognize that the larger the pore, the smaller the stress 
Sw that is transmitted across a pore of width w by the cross links and the adsorbed 
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water molecules, since the deformation of  both the smaller and the larger pores 
must conform to the same macroscopic deformation. Similar to the probabilistic 
analysis in ~inlar et al. (1977), imagine for simplicity flat pores between parallel 
planar walls subdivided into layers (e.g., monomolecular  adsorption layers) with 
regularly distributed sites which can be either empty or occupied by a bonded 
solid particle. Let the area fraction of  solids within each layer be a (a <{ 1), which 
represents the probability of  a solid particle being at a given site. Stress can be 
transmitted from one layer to the next only at those sites where there is a solid 
particle in both adjacent layers, and the probability of  this to happen is a 2 (joint 
probability). For three layers, the probability is a 3, etc. Generally, for a pore of  
width w, the probability that stress can be transmitted across the pore at a given 
site of  the pore wall is Pl = aW/hl= e-k'w, where hi = thickness of  one layer and 
ki = -  (lna)/hl = positive constant. At the same time, the stiffness of  the stress- 
transmitting cross-link bridge is proportional to w. Thus, s~ = Co s e-klW/w in which 
co -- constant, and s = mean stress in the porous material of  the wood cell wall. 

It may now be imagined that the rate of  cross-link breakages that cause creep is 
proportional to the flux of  water through the cell wall pores. Assuming this flow to 
be like a viscous flow, the flux Jl of water through a given pore should then be 
Cl w 3 where c 1 = constant. At the same time, the contribution to the creep rate from 
one pore should be proportional to s~. Thus, the contribution to the creep rate per 
unit value of  the flux of  water through all pores is C1 = CO s e -k~w Cl w3/w, i.e., 

C 1 = k 0 s w 2 e - k l w  ( 1 )  

which is a function that decays rapidly with increasing w ilk1 is small (ko = c0/q).  
For illustration, assume that in the thinnest pores (w = hi) the area fraction 

that transmits stress is a = 0 . 0 1 ,  in which case kl = - ( l n 0 . 0 1 ) / h l  = 4.6/hl. Con- 
sider three pores of  widths w - - 2 h l ,  4h i ,  and 6hi .  Their contributions to creep 
are, according to Eq. (1), in the ratio 11 x 106 : 4.400 : 1. Even though this estima- 
tion is crude, we see that, if some cell wall pores are at least 3-times wider than 
others, the flow of  water through them can have virtually no effect on creep. We of  
course exclude from consideration the pores which may be so narrow that no water 
can pass through. 

As a result of  these considerations, we may introduce the following three basic 
hypotheses: 

1. The pores may be subdivided into macropores and micropores (Fig. 1 c). 
2. A steady-state macroscopic diffusion of  water through wood leaves most of  

the micropores undisturbed (Fig. 1 c) and has no direct effect on creep. 
3. Microscopic diffusion of  water through the micropores accelerates creep, 

regardless of  whether the diffusion is out of  the micropores or into them. 
As we will mathematically confirm, the microdiffusion takes place only if the 

water content of  the large, capillary pores varies. In the case of  a steady-state 
moisture flux through a test specimen, the moisture content of  the capillary pores 
remains constant with time at any point of  the specimen. Therefore, the steady- 
state moisture flux does not produce any microdiffusion, and should not, therefore, 
have any effect on deformation, as observed in experiments. 

There is a question whether Hypothesis 2 could not be abandoned, considering 
a modified model of  diffusion in the micropores. One can, e.g., abandon Hypo- 
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thesis 2 and assume that the steady-state flow of water through a micropore might 
have no effect because, as one water molecule leaves a bonding site (cross link site) 
another one is substituted for it, while the total number of water molecules in the 
pores remains the same. The creep acceleration would then have to be attributed 
to a change in the number of the water molecules in the pore. However, it would 
then be difficult to explain that both a decrease and an increase in the number of 
water molecules in the pores would accelerate creep. 

Thermodynamic formulation of microdiffusion 

To formulate the idea mathematically, we need to introduce the driving force of 
the microdiffusion in the cell walls. Based on the experience with modeling 
concrete at variable humidity and temperature, it seems that the diffusion is best 
described by considering it as pressure-driven. We introduce, therefore, the rela- 
tive humidity (relative vapor pressure) in the macropores (capillary pores, of cell 
lumen), h, as the basic variable. (The value of h is permitted to exceed 1.0, in 
which case h represents the ratio of hydraulic pressure of water to the saturation 
vapor pressure.) As for the micropores, the state of water in them cannot be 
characterized by relative humidity since these pores do not contain vapor. Rather, 
it is more appropriate to introduce as the basic variable the spreading pressure rCm 
in the layer of water in the micropores. The chemical potential (Gibbs' free energy 
per unit mass) of the micropore water, gin, is then a function of rCm and tempera- 
ture T. At the same time, there must exist for the micropores a certain sorption 
relation giving rCm as a function of the water content Wm of the micropores per unit 
volume of the material, and of T. Thus, we may consider/z m to be a function of wm 
and T. For the macropores, the chemical potential of water vapor,/tv, is a function 
of h and T, and so we may consider that 

h = ~  (#v,T) (2) 

where f~ is a certain function. At thermodynamic equilibrium between the micro- 
pores and the macropores, the chemical potentials must be equal, /~v=/~m . It is 
convenient to characterize the state of water in the micropores by relative 
humidity Z for which the water in the macropores and the micropores is in 
equilibrium based on Eq. (2) in which /1~ is replaced by #~, i.e., Z = 1"1 (/Zm, T). 
Substituting for/~m, one may thus in theory determine the function (Fig. 2 b): 

z = f (Wm, T) .  (3) 

The condition of thermodynamic equilibrium (/Zv = ktm) may now be simply 
written as h = Z. Consequently, the flux of water (microflow) from capillary pores 
into adjacent micropores (at equal temperatures) may be expressed as 

j = bl ( h -  Z). (4) 

Flux j is a scalar since the microscopic fluxes involve all possible directions, and b 1 
is a certain permeability coefficient which characterizes the permeability of the 
cell wall material. Coefficient bl may be expected to depend on Wm as well as T. 
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Conservation of mass requires that j = win" Noting that the micropore water 
content Wm must be related to X and T by a certain sorption relation, 
Wm= Wm (X, T), and further that 

~wm X + 0Win T = bl (h - X) 
~)r C)Z aT 

we obtain the following equation governing the microdiffusion process: 

= bm (h - X)-7 Cm l" (5) 

in which 

bm bl (~Wm/~T) x Cm - (6) 
( ~ W m / ~ Z )  T ' (~Wm/~X)  T " 

Consider now the solution of this equation~ It is no doubt physically reasonable 
to assume h to be a smooth function of time. Then, in a sufficiently short time 
interval At (Fig. 1 a), h may be assumed to vary linearly with time, i.e., 

h ~-" h i -F 1:1 t (7) 

where hi and h are constants and t = time. Coefficients bm and cm may also be 
considered constant within a sufficiently short time interval. Then, adding the 
general solution of the homogeneous part of Eq. (5) to a particular solution of this 
equation, we obtain the following general solution o f  Eq. (5) for the short time 
interval 

Z -~ Xl + X1 t + C1 e -b=t (8)  

in which X1, X1 and C1 are certain constants, and superimposed dots denote time 
rates. 

Notidng the exponentially decaying term in Eq. (8), we see that this term must 
be negligible for time durations >> 1/b m. The distance that any water molecule has 
to migrate in the microdiffusion process is obviously less than one-half of the 
thickness of the cell wall, and since this thickness is very small, the microscopic 
diffusion is likely to be relatively very fast. So we will assume the exponential term 
in Eq. (8) to be negligible for all practical purposes. Then, substituting Eq. (8) 
(with C1 = 0) into Eq. (5), we obtain 

=fi x - h - ~ -  1--fi-cml~ (9) 
' b b m 

and so we have 

~ bl l~+~-~-m~J~ (10) J -  bm 

where bl/bin = (~Wm/~Z)T. This leads to the following important conclusion: 
If the water transport between the micropores and macropores, i.e., between the 

cell wall pores and the cell lumen, is rapid compared to the macroscopic water 
transport through the specimen, then the flux into (or out of) the micropores (cell 
wall pores) is proportional to 1~ and T. 
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Conservation of mass requires that j = wm' Noting that the micropore water 
content Wm must be related to X and T by a certain sorption relation, 
Wm = Wm (X, T), and further that 

oWm owm · 
wm = ax X + oT T = b l (h - X) 

we obtain the following equation governing the microdiffusion process: 

X = bm (h - X)- Cm t (5) 

in which 

b = bl 

m (owm/oxh' 
(6) 

Consider now the solution of this equation. It is no doubt physically reasonable 
to assume h to be a smooth function of time. Then, in a sufficiently short time 
interval At (Fig. I a), h may be assumed to vary linearly with time, i.e., 

(7) 

where hI and h are constants and t = time. Coefficients bm and Cm may also be 
considered constant within a sufficiently short time interval. Then, adding the 
general solution of the homogeneous part of Eq. (5) to a particular solution of this 
equation, we obtain the following general solution of Eq. (5) for the short time 
interval 

(8) 

in which XI, XI and CI are certain constants, and superimposed dots denote time 
rates. 

Noticing the exponentially decaying term in Eq. (8), we see that this term must 
be negligible for time durations ~ Ilbm . The distance that any water molecule has 
to migrate in the microdiffusion process is obviously less than one-half of the 
thickness of the cell wall, and since this thickness is very small, the microscopic 
diffusion is likely to be relatively very fast So we will assume the exponential term 
in Eq. (8) to be negligible for all practical purposes. Then, substituting Eq. (8) 
(with C I = 0) into Eq. (5), we obtain 

1. Cm· 
X-h~--h--T 

b bm 
x=h, 

and so we have 

. b l · bl Cm . 
J~-h+--T 

bm bm 

where b l Ibm = (owm/oxh. This leads to the following important conclusion: 

(9) 

(10) 

If the water transport between the micropores and macropores, i.e., between the 
cell wall pores and the cell lumen, is rapid compared to the macroscopic water 
transport through the specimen, then the flux into (or out of) the micropores (cell 
wall pores) is proportional to hand t. 
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Equation (10) also indicates one possible test of this conclusions. At a certain 
magnitude of temperature rate T, the effect of J" on the creep rate must be the 
same as the effect of a certain humidity rate t~. For concrete this test is affirmative; 
indeed, a rapid temperature change of either sign is known to accelerate creep. 
This phenomenon is called transitional thermal creep. For wood, this phenomenon 
does not appear to have been examined yet. 

Macroscopic diffusion of water 

We must now distinguish the water content, we, of the capillary pores (kg of water 
per m ~ of wood) from the water content, win, of the micropores, and from the total 
water content w = wo +Wm of the porous material. The condition of conservation 
of the mass of water requires that 

We = -  div J c - j  (11) 

in which w0 = ~wc/~t, and Jc is the vector of the mass flux of capillary water 
(kg/s m2). It is probably most reasonable to assume that the flow of capillary water 
is pressure driven, i.e., of Darcy type, and then we have 

a 
Jc = - - -  grad p (12) 

g 

in which p represents the pressure of water vapor in capillary pores, if they are 
unsaturated (meniscus present), or the pressure of bulk (liquid) water, if they are 
saturated (no meniscus). Furthermore, a = permeability (dimension m/s), and 
g = 9.806 m/s 2= gravity acceleration, which is included solely for reasons of 
dimensionality. Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11), we obtain 

wc = div ( g  grad p ) -  j .  (13) 

The water content of capillary pores is related to pressure and temperature 
through an experimental sorption relation (Fig. 2c; Kollmann, C6t6 1968; Simpson 
1979): 

w~ = wo (p ,T) .  (14) 

This relation holds locally also during macroscopic diffusion if the existence of 
local thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed. Then, by chain rule of differentia- 
tion, 

l a w ~  . 1 
* c = ~ +  k ~ Z - ) p T ,  k c -  (aWc/ap)T" (15) 

Substituting now Eq. (15) and Eq. (10) into Eq. (13), we get 

t5 = 1% div g radp  - k~ ~ @ -  T -  ~-m (t~ + Cm j? ) (16) 

in which h = p/p,(T) ,  p~(T) being the saturation vapor pressure of water at 
temperature T. Thus h = (15/ps) - p  p~ J~/ps 2 where p~ = dps/dT. This leads to the 
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per m3 of wood) from the water content, wm , of the micropores, and from the total 
water content w = We + Wm of the porous material. The condition of conservation 
of the mass of water requires that 
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in which We = oWe lot, and J e is the vector of the mass flux of capillary water 
(kg/s m2). It is probably most reasonable to assume that the flow of capillary water 
is pressure driven, i.e., of Darcy type, and then we have 
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in which p represents the pressure of water vapor in capillary pores, if they are 
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saturated (no meniscus). Furthermore, a = permeability (dimension m/s), and 
g = 9.806 m/s2 = gravity acceleration, which is included solely for reasons of 
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We = div (: grad p) - j . (13) 

The water content of capillary pores is related to pressure and temperature 
through an experimental sorption relation (Fig. 2c; Kollmann, ate 1968; Simpson 
1979): 

we = We (p, T) . (14) 

This relation holds locally also during macroscopic diffusion if the existence of 
local thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed. Then, by chain rule of differentia
tion, 

. P (awe). 
We = kc + aT p T , (15) 

Substituting now Eq. (15) and Eq. (10) into Eq. (13), we get 

(a) OWe' b l . . P = kc div - grad p - Ie.: - T - - (h + Cm T) 
g aT bm 

(16) 

in which h = pip, (T), p, (T) being the saturation vapor pressure of water at 
temperature T. Thus h = (PIps) - p p~ tip; where p~ = dp,ldT. This leads to the 
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following governing differential equation for the macroscopic flow of water 
through the material: 

15 = k div (~- grad p ) -  kl ~" (17) 

in which we introduce the notation 

k = k c ( l +  bl ]-1 = [ k c ( a W c ] + (  pp~ ]] (1 bi ] l  
\ aT ]p \ p~ 

From the form of Eq. (17) we conclude that if the local water transport between 
macropores and micropores is much faster than the macroscopic water transport 
(which must always be true for a sufficiently large body of wood), then the dif- 
ferential equation governing the macroscopic diffusion is of the usual form, i.e., of 
the same form as that in absence of local diffusion. It is, therefore, not possible to 
observe the microdiffusion except on sufficiently small specimens, probably too 
small for practical measurements. 

The diffusion process could alternatively be described using w, instead of p or 
h, as the basic variables. This would, however, be less convenient since grad T 
would have to be considered as a separate driving force. The advantage of using 
grad p is that a temperature gradient produces a gradient of p even at uniform w, 
thus describing both the mass transport due to concentration gradient (Fick's law) 
and the thermal mass flux (Sorer flux). 
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following governing differential equation for the macroscopIC flow of water 
through the material: 

P = k di v (: grad p ) - kit (17) 

in which we introduce the notation 

( 
bl )-1 

k=k, 1 +-b- , 
mPs l (awe) (pp; )1 ( bl )-1 k1 =kc--+-2--em 1+--

aT p p, bm p, 
(18) 

From the form of Eq. (17) we conclude that if the local water transport between 
macropores and micropores is much faster than the macroscopic water transport 
(which must always be true for a sufficiently large body of wood), then the dif
ferential equation governing the macroscopic diffusion is of the usual form, i.e., of 
the same form as that in absence of local diffusion. It is, therefore, not possible to 
observe the microdiffusion except on sufficiently small specimens, probably too 
small for practical measurements. 

The diffusion process could alternatively be described using w, instead of p or 
h, as the basic variables. This would, however, be less convenient since grad T 
would have to be considered as a separate driving force. The advantage of using 
grad p is that a temperature gradient produces a gradient of p even at uniform w, 
thus describing both the mass transport due to concentration gradient (Fick's law) 
and the thermal mass flux (Soret flux). 
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Stress-strain relation at constant moisture content 
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With in  the range of  service stresses, wood at constant moisture content and 
constant tempera ture  may  be approximate ly  considered as a l inearly viscoelastic 
material .  Rather  than using memory  integrals, it is more convenient to represent  
the viscoelastic behavior  in terms of  the Maxwell chain model  (Fig. 3 a), which is 
known to be capable  of  approximat ing  any viscoelastic propert ies  as closely as 
desired. The uniaxial  stress-strain relat ion based on this model  may be writ ten as 

N 
~ =  ~ av, ~.= a~+ cr_Z~ (19) 

v -  1 E v  ?Iv 

in which a, e = uniaxial  stress and strain, a~ = part ia l  stresses (internal variables) ,  
visualized as the stresses in the individual  Maxwell  units of  the chain, and E~, 
r# = the elastic modul i  and viscosities of  the individual  units of  chain, labeled by 
subscripts v = 1, 2 . . . .  , N. 

Creep tests have been conducted at various constant moisture contents w and at 
various constant temperatures  T (Johnson 1978; Ugolev 1976; Dinwoodie ,  Paxton, 
Pierce 1981; Grossman 1978). F r o m  these it is known that  for wood, s imilarly to 
many  other materials ,  the viscosities depend on water  content and tempera ture  
(Fig. 2 e), which may  be expressed as follows: 

1 q~ (w) exp ~ - o  " 
~ F~ rv 

in which Qc = act ivat ion energy of  creep, R = gas constant, T = absolute temper-  
ature, To = reference temperature ,  ~ = increasing functions of  water content w 
(Fig. 3 d), and z~ = relaxat ion t ime of  the v-th Maxwell unit  at reference temper-  
ature T O and reference water  content w0. Fo r  the reference conditions we choose 
~ =  1. Fur thermore ,  it  is suitable to choose (Ba~nt ,  1982) r~= rl 10 ~-1 for v =  1 . . . . .  
N - 1, and to consider the last re laxat ion t ime to be extremely long, e.g., zN = 109 
days, so that  the last Maxwell  unit  would b e  essentially equivalent  to a spring 
characterizing the long-term l imit ing elastic modulus.  

Equat ion (20) may  be also writ ten as 

1_ % 
~]v Ev 2"v 

- -  e (-Q~+~')/RT with ~u~ = RT In ~v, cQ = e Qo/RT0 (21) 

2I_. 
1,'=1 2 3 I'--I'--I es 

:Ill t:: 
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Fig. 3. a Maxwell chain model with shrinkage strain; b Ratchet model (b-d) 
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Stress-strain relation at constant moistnre content 

Within the range of service stresses, wood at constant moisture content and 
constant temperature may be approximately considered as a linearly viscoelastic 
material. Rather than using memory integrals, it is more convenient to represent 
the viscoelastic behavior in terms of the Maxwell chain model (Fig. 3 a), which is 
known to be capable of approximating any viscoelastic properties as closely as 
desired. The uniaxial stress-strain relation based on this model may be written as 

(19) 

in which a, e = uniaxial stress and strain, av = partial stresses (internal variables), 
visualized as the stresses in the individual Maxwell units of the chain, and Ev, 
17v = the elastic moduli and viscosities of the individual units of chain, labeled by 
subscripts v = 1,2, ... , N. 

Creep tests have been conducted at various constant moisture contents wand at 
various constant temperatures T (Johnson 1978; Ugolev 1976; Dinwoodie, Paxton, 
Pierce 1981; Grossman 1978). From these it is known that for wood, similarly to 
many other materials, the viscosities depend on water content and temperature 
(Fig. 2 e), which may be expressed as follows: 

I rp., (w) ( Qc Qc) 
~ = Ev Tv exp R T 0 - R T (20) 

in which Qc = activation energy of creep, R = gas constant, T = absolute temper
ature, To = reference temperature, ({Iv = increasing functions of water content w 
(Fig. 3 d), and Tv = relaxation time of the v-th Maxwell unit at reference temper
ature To and reference water content woo For the reference conditions we choose 
({Iv = I. Furthermore, it is suitable to choose (Bafant, 1982) Tv = TI 10,-1 for v = I, ... , 
N - 1, and to consider the last relaxation time to be extremely long, e.g., TN = 109 

days, so that the last Maxwell unit would be essentially equivalent to a spring 
characterizing the long-term limiting elastic modulus. 

Equation (20) may be also written as 

~ = ~ e(-Q,+I",)/RT with 'IIv = RT In ({Iv. Co = eQ,IRTo 
17v Ev Tv 

(21) 
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Fig. 3. 8 Maxwell chain model with shrinkage strain; b Ratchet model (b-d) 
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in which % is a constant, and ~ may be interpreted as a moisture potential which 
represents the energy of straining the cross-link bonds whose ruptures and reforma- 
tions are the cause of creep. The combined effect of temperature and moisture 
content as given in Eq. (21) can be also derived directly from the rate process 
theory (Schaffer 1972). 

For practical purposes it is probably possible to assume that ~ is the same for 
all v, i.e., ~v = ~ and pv = ~0. It seems that a reasonable dependence of creep rate on 
the moisture content w may be obtained simply by assuming 1/~/~ to be propor- 
tional to w. Then g~ = Cl + c2 in w, where cl, c2 = constants (Fig. 2d). 

Based on the assumptions of the rate-process theory, one can also describe the 
nonlinear dependence of creep rate on stress. This approach usually works for 
moderately high stress levels, but not near failure. Thus, it could be shown that for 
moderately high stress levels Eq. (19) can be replaced by 

e =  ~rv + CR r e(_Qo+~,)/RT RT 1 ( V c  a/  
F~ E~ r~ Vc 77 sinh \RT ] (22) 

in which % is a constant and Vo is another constant interpreted as the activa- 
tion volume. 

Stress-strain relation at variable moisture content and temperature 

Changes in moisture content of wood cause shrinkage or swelling. When the wood 
is simultaneously under stress, two phenomena take place: 
1) The creep rate is increased, regardless of the sign of the change in moisture 

content; and 
2) the shrinkage or swelling strain, es, is superimposed. 

As we argued at the outset, it is not reasonable to assume that the creep rate 
increases due to the macroscopic flux or the a/sociated gradient since this flux 
should bypass the smallest micropores that participate in the transmission of load. 
It is much more reasonable to assume that the creep rate is affected only by the 
local diffusion flux j (microdiffnsion) between the micropores and the macropores 
(cell wall pores and cell lumen). According to our result in Eq. (10) j is propor- 
tional to the quantity 

H = fi + Cm T (23) 

where Cm is given by Eq. (6) H may be called the equivalent pore humidity rate; I:I 
coincides with 1~ when temperature is constant. Considering the molecules of water 
in the micropores to participate in the transmission of stress, their displacement 
due to diffusion must facilitate creep, i.e., increase the creep rate. Thus, it is 
reasonable to extend Eq. (20) as follows: 

1 1 . 1 ~Ov(W) exp ( Q c R~)  (24) 
~ - = ~ f , ( H ) ,  q~= F~z, \RTo 

in which ~v (w) _~ k (wi - w), k = constant, Wl = saturation water content; fv (H) are 
functions of I:I. 
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in which Co is a constant, and IjIv may be interpreted as a moisture potential which 
represents the energy of straining the crOSS"link: bonds whose ruptures and reforma
tions are the cause of creep. The combined effect of temperature and moisture 
content as given in Eq. (21) can be also derived directly from the rate process 
theory (Schaffer 1972). 

For practical purposes it is probably possible to assume that 'IIv is the same for 
all v, i.e., IjIv = 'II and rpv = rp. It seems that a reasonable dependence of creep rate on 
the moisture content w may be obtained simply by assuming 1I17v to be propor
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Based on the assumptions of the rate-process theory, one can also describe the 
nonlinear dependence of creep rate on stress. This approach usually works for 
moderately high stress levels, but not near failure. Thus, it could be shown that for 
moderately high stress levels Eq. (19) can be replaced by 

e=-+--e - ,\I', --smh-a f:Jv CR av ( Q + )/RT R T 1 . (Vc ) 
Ev Ev Tv Vc aRT 
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in which CR is a constant and Vc is another constant interpreted as the activa
tion volume. 

Stress-strain relation at variable moisture content and temperature 

Changes in moisture content of wood cause shrinkage or swelling. When the wood 
is simultaneously under stress, two phenomena take place: 
1) The creep rate is increased, regardless of the sign of the change in moisture 

content; and 
2) the shrinkage or swelling strain, es, is superimposed. 

As we argued at the outset, it is not reasonable to assume that the creep rate 
increases due to the macroscopic flux or the aSsociated gradient since this flux 
should bypass the smallest micropores that participate in the transmission of load. 
It is much more reasonable to assume that the creep rate is affected only by the 
local diffusion flux j (microdiffusion) between the micropores and the macropores 
(cell wall pores and cell lumen). According to our result in Eq. (10) j is propor
tional to the quantity 

(23) 

where Cm is given by Eq. (6) H may be called the equivalent pore humidity rate; if 
coincides with b. when temperature is constant Considering the molecules of water 
in the micro pores to participate in the transmission of stress, their displacement 
due to diffusion must facilitate creep, i.e., increase the creep rate. Thus, it is 
reasonable to extend Eq. (20) as follows: 

1 1 . 1 rpv (w) ( Qc Qc ) 
-=ofv(H), o=--exp ----
17v 17 v 17 v Ev Tv R ToR T 

(24) 

in which rpv (w) ~ k (WI - w), k = constant, WI = saturation water content; fv (if) are 
functions of if. 
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Based on our preceding arguments, we expect that movements of water 
molecules of  any sign, i.e., out of the micropores or into them, should promote 
creep. Therefore, f~ should actually be a function of  ]j] rather than j, and according 
to Eq. (10), f~(IiI) should then be a function of  ]HI. Assuming this function to be 
smooth, it may be expanded in Taylor series, and its linear terms should suffice if 
IHI is not very large. So we may reasonably assume f~(H) ~ ~(1 + al Jill) where 

and al are some positive constants; al must be positive if movement of  water 
molecules should increase rather than decrease creep. Thus we may write 

f~ (IiI) -~ ~ (I + al ]fi + Cm JT]). (25) 

At variable humidity and temperature, stess-independent strains representing 
shrinkage (or swelling) and thermal expansion, which are observed in stress-free 
specimens, must be added to the stress-produced strain (mechanical strain) given 
by Eq. (19) i.e., 

N 

g ' = a ~ + c r ~ + ~ l ~ + c t J ' ,  a = ~  or, (26) 
F~ ~/v ~=I 

where • is the shrinkage (or swelling) coefficient and c~ is the thermal expansion 
coefficient. If the stress-independent strain is experimentally determined as 
function F (h, T), then 

[ ~ F ( h , T )  c~ = 
" ~ h  ]T' [ p F ( h , T )  1 x = [ ~T ]h (27) 

and c~ are functions of  h (or w) and T. Note, however, that direct measurement of  
F ( h , T )  is almost impossible since drying or wetting always produces residual 
stresses in a wood specimen, so that the specimen is not stress-free (except for 
extremely slow drying or wetting of  very thin specimens). 

Stress or strain-induced shrinkage or swelling 

We will now show that the effect of humidity and temperature rate on the creep 
rate may be more conveniently described as stress-induced shrinkage (swelling) and 
thermal expansion. Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (24), Eq. (24) into Eq. (26), 
setting ]HI = H sign IiI where sign H is 1 if H > 0 and - 1 if I5I < 0, and combin- 
ing terms with fi and J', we find that 

i =  6.v+ r Y 
F~ ,p + e s + e T '  ~ =  ~ ov (28) 

Vx] 

with 

is = • (1 + r~ crv sign I)) fi, iT = e (1 + 0~ a~ sign H) J7 (29) 

in which viscosities r/~ depend on h and T but not on fi and T as specified by 
Eq. (20) or (21), and rv and 0, are certain positive constants or functions of h and T 
(or w and T); crv = cq ~/r/~ and 0, = el Z'm f~v/t/0' iS and iT may be regarded as total 
shrinkage and thermal expansion rates, and x r~ a, fi sign H and c~ 0~ ~ J~ sign IiI 
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At variable humidity and temperature, stess-independent strains representing 
shrinkage (or swelling) and thermal expansion, which are observed in stress-free 
specimens, must be added to the stress-produced strain (mechanical strain) given 
by Eq. (19) i.e., 

. N 
O"V O"V . • '\' 

e=-+-+xh+'Y.T, 0"= L. o"v 
~ ~ ~) 

(26) 

where x is the shrinkage (or swelling) coefficient and 'Y. is the thermal expansion 
coefficient. If the stress-independent strain is experimentally determined as 
function F (h, T), then 

x=[OF(h,T)j 'Y.=[OF(h,T)j 
oh / aT h 

(27) 

x and 'Y. are functions of h (or w) and T. Note, however, that direct measurement of 
F (h, T) is almost impossible since drying or wetting always produces residual 
stresses in a wood specimen, so that the specimen is not stress-free (except for 
extremely slow drying or wetting of very thin specimens). 

Stress or strain-induced shrinkage or swelling 

We will now show that the effect of humidity and temperature rate on the creep 
rate may be more conveniently described as stress-induced shrinkage (swelling) and 
thermal expansion. Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (24), Eq. (24) into Eq. (26), 
setting I H I = H sign H where sign H is I if H > 0 and - I if H < 0, and combin
ing terms with Ii and t, we find that 

. ifv o"v . . 
G = - + 0 + GS + GT, 
~ 'Tv 

(28) 

with 

es = x(1 + rv o"v sign H) Ii, 8T = 'Y.(1 + Qv o"v sign H) t (29) 

in which viscosities 'Te depend on hand T but not on 11 and t as specified by 
Eq. (20) or (21), and rv and Qv are certain positive constants or functions of hand T 
(or wand T); o"v = 'Y.) f?/'T~ and Qv = 'Y.) Tm f?/'T~' 8S and 8T may be regarded as total 
shrinkage and thermal expansion rates, and x rv o"v 11 sign H and a Qv o"v t sign H 
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may be called the stress-induced shrinkage (or swelling) and the stress,induced 
thermal expansion (or contraction); note that their signs depend only on the sign 
of crv (tension or compression). 

It should be noted that if stress-induced shrinkage (or drying creep) exists, 
stress-induced thermal expansion must exist, too. This is a consequence of the fact 
t:t depends on both la and J', or that the specific Gibbs free energy of water per 
unit mass depends not only on pressure but also on temperature, and that the sorp- 
tion relation between water content and pressure also involves temperature. 

As a further simplification, coefficients r~ and av may probably be assumed the 
same for all v, and av in Eq. (29) may be replaced by a; then 

ks=e~a(1 +rasignI2I)  l~, kr-=0r + 0 a s i g n f t ) J ' .  (30) 

Alternatively, ksa could be assumed to depend on '# instead of 1~. In that case 

ks = g~h (1 + r a sign w) w (31) 

in which e,h is a function ofw (or h) and T, different from e~h. 
Although quantitative fitting of test data is beyond the scope of the present 

project, it is apparent that various experimental results qualitatively support the 
idea of stress-induced shrinkage proposed here. The uniaxial compression tests 
(Ba2ant, Meiri 1982) indicate that the strain rate right after the start of drying 
becomes much larger than the sum of the initial creep rate and the shrinkage rate. 

Particularly revealing are the bending measurements of Armstrong and 
Christensen (1971) and Johnson (1978). They indicate the bevahior sketched in 
Fig. 4b, determined on beams subjected to flexure under constant load and simul- 
taneous humidity cycles. Beginning with the second cycle, the deflection decreases 
(recovers) during wetting (an increase of w). The recovery cannot be caused by 
stress, because negative work would be done, and the second law of thermo- 
dynamics rules this out. So, the decrease of deflection must be due to swelling. 
However, according to the customary assumption of stress-independent shrinkage 
or swelling, the swelling of the beam would be symmetrical and would result only 
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Fig. 4. a Creep after a decrease or increase of relative humidity; b typical deformations at 
humidity changes 
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may be called the stress-induced shrinkage (or swelling) and the stress-induced 
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BS = ~h (I + r a sign H) h, BT = IX (1 + Q a sign H) t . (30) 
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E:s = Ssh (I + r a sign Vi) Vi (31) 

in which Cah is a function ofw (or h) and T, different from e;h. 
Although quantitative fitting of test data is beyond the scope of the present 
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in axial shortening, not in deflection. Thus, we conclude that swelling m u s t  depend 
on stress or strain. It must be larger on the compressed side of the beam, and 
smaller on the tension side. This phenomenon may be illustrated by the diagram in 
Fig. 2h where segments 45 and 67 represent the swelling of wood under compres- 
sion or tension, and segment 01 represents shrinkage of stress-free wood, while 
segments 14 and 16 represent the deformations due to stress. This behavior is 
qualitatively in complete agreement with what we have deduced theoretically and 
formulated as the stress-induced shrinkage or swelling. 

It is also possible that the additional strains due to humidity variations might 
be better described as strain-induced, rather than stress-induced, shrinkage; e.g. 

ks = &u fl (e) "# or ks = e& f2 (e) la. (32) 

A suitable form might be fl (e) = e -"1~ and &h = Cl e al~'W. This has the advantage 
that for stress-free states, e = es, integration of Eq. (32) yields e = Cs w if Cl = Cs, 
i.e., proportionality of shrinkage to water loss, which describes well many porous 
solids including wood. 

The question of  ratchet effect 

The recovery of the creep deformation of wood upon unloading is incomplete; 
however, it can be made nearly complete when the moisture content is varied 
during recovery. It seems that some sort of internal blockage or friction prevents 
the recovery, and this blockage or friction is destroyed by simnltaneo~ change in 
moisture content, e.g., by the flux between micropores and macropores, j. If  we 
assume, however, a certain non-zero frictional limit on the deformation, we would 
have to deal with the theory of viscoplasticity rather than viscoelasticity. The 
deformations even at small stresses would be nonlinearly dependent on stress, and 
that does not seem to be the case. 

Another approach is therefore desired, and one possibility is to postulate the 
so-called "ratchet effect", proposed by Ba~ant (1964, 1965) for fiber reinforced 
plastics and for concrete. This effect is represented by the model in Fig. 3b, 
showing a group of two springs which are intended to replace each spring of the 
Maxwell chain model. The second spring, E$, is coupled in parallel with the spring 
F~ but the stress is transferred into it by a ratchet which allows free displacement in 
only one direction and completely blocks the displacement in the opposite direc- 
tion. Thus, for the first loading, the spring constants are ~ ,  and for unloading 
(reversal of deformation, Fig. 3 d) the spring constants are increased to 

= (1 + c~) E ~ (32) 

in which 

1 
c, = (33) 

% 

E~ = constants and coefficients c v are defined as 

if Idol _~0 and I~l=maxlel 

/either I de] < 0 
if [or Ide I ~_ 0 and [e I < max [e[. 

Here Cu is a coefficient for unloading, a constant larger than 1.0, and max l el 
represents the maximum strain magnitude achieved up to the current time. The 
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if I de I ~ 0 and I e I = max I e I 

. f {either I de I < 0 
1 or Idel ~ 0 and lei < max lei. 

(32) 

(33) 

Here Cu is a coefficient for unloading, a constant larger than 1.0, and max I e I 
represents the maximum strain magnitude achieved up to the current time. The 
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first case in Eq. (32) represents virgin loading, the second case represents unloading, 
and the third case represents reloading. Such a three-way distinction between 
various loading situations has recently been introduced with success for describing 
the nonlinear short-time deformations of concrete in triaxial loading ( ~ t  1978; 
BaPxnt, Kim 1978, 1979). Instead of the absolute value of e, we could use e 2 in 
Eq. (32). In multiaxial generalizations, the absolute value of e must be replaced by 
some suitable positive deFmite invariant of the strain tensor, such as J2 or I12. 

The foregoing formulation has the advantage that all previous equations are 
preserved for the case of loading. For the case of unloading, the behavior is again 
governed (at constant w and T) by linear viscoelastic stress-strata relations which 
have however different constants, causing an incomplete recovery. 

At a change of moisture content, the internal blockages which are visualized by 
the ratchet are disturbed, which may be interpreted as a drop in the value of Cu 
toward the value 1.0 that applies for loading. Thus, we may postulate the rule 
(Fig. 3 c): 

Ct~ + bugr 2 c~ + bu la 2 
or % =  (34) 

% 1 + bu ~v 2 1 + bu la 2 

in which c~ is a constant greater than 1.0, and bu is a positive constant. At a 
sufficiently high rate of change of w or h, c~ would then approach 1.0, and the 
deformation would then fully recover because the last spring in the Maxwell chain 
is associated with an infinite relaxation time (i.e., no dashpot). 

Effect of nonlinearity and bond ruptures produced by drying or wetting 

In interpreting test results it is important to take into account possible tensile 
stresses due to nonuniformity of stress throughout the cross section of the 
specimen. The result may be nonlinear deformation and cracking. In other 
materials, such as concrete, drying or wetting may produce severe microcracking, 
undetectable to the unaided eye in case of small specimens. Microcracking may 
severely distort interpretations of test results if it is neglected, and greatly 
complicate interpretations if it is taken into account. Therefore, in testing wood 
specimens, it is important to produce moisture changes in such a way that no 
microcracking or nonlinear deformations are produced in the specimen. The safest 
way is to decrease the environmental humidity sufficiently slowly, so that the 
differences in humidity within the cross section do not exceed a certain small limit, 
e.g., 2%. The maximum admissible rate of change of environmental humidity can 
be calculated (BaP_ant, Raftshol 1982) and is found to be roughly proportional to 
the square of the thickness of the specimen. For materials of such a low diffusivity 
as concrete, this dictates extremely thin specimens (under 1 mm thickness), fragile 
to handle. For wood, the diffusivity is about 100-times larger than that for 
concrete, and this makes it possible to use specimens of greater thickness (several 
millimeters) and satisfy the foregoing condition by changing the environment from 
one value to another gradually, within a period not less than about one hour. Such 
testing has been carried out in the past for cement paste, but not for wood, as it 
seems. 
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Another possibility of alleviating the aforementioned deleterious effects is to 
put the entire specimen in hydrostatic compression, achieved by triaxial loading. 
This compression can assure that no tensile nonlinearities due to bond breakages 
can happen. However, one still faces the unpleasant task of evaluating test data for 
specimens in which the moisture content has been nonuniform. This task can be 
accomplished with the help of a finite element program. 

Summary of constitutive relations 

The stress-strain relation for wood is defined by Eq. (26) in which the equivalent 
pore humidity rate t:t is given by Eq. (23) (justified by Eq. (10)), the viscosities are 
given by Eqs. (24) and (23), the elastic moduli are given by Eq. (23), and the 
shrinkage strain is given by Eq. (29). The macroscopic water transport through 
wood is described by Eq. (17). 

Conclusions 

1. The acceleration of creep due to increase or decrease of moisture content may 
be explained by the transport of pore water through the cell wall material 
(microdiffusion), rather than by the macroscopic diffusion of water through the 
body of wood (macrodiffusion). 

2. Considering that the micropores in the cell walls are of unequal sizes, the 
macroscopic transport of water through wood should pass mainly through the 
largest micropores, and should bypass the smaller micropores. Thus, in essence, the 
only transport of water through the smallest micropores is that which is caused by 
thermodynamic imbalance (i.e., by differences in Gibbs' free energy) between the 
micropores and the macropores, and is needed to restore thermodynamic equilib- 
rium of the micropore water. No such thermodynamic imbalance is caused by a 
steady-state flow of water through wood. 

3. Only the water molecules in the smallest micropores can be expected to 
effectively participate in transmitting applied loads, and only the movement of 
these can be considered to have an appreciable effect on the creep rate. 

4. Considering that the microdiffusion, i.e., the water transfer between the cell 
wall pores (micropores) and the cell lumen (macropores), should be much faster 
than the macrodiffusion, which must always be true for a sufficiently large 
specimen, the effect of microdiffusion on the creep rate can be reduced to an effect 
of the rate of moisture content (or of pore relative humidity) on the creep rate. It 
also follows that the macroscopic gradient of moisture content should have no 
effect, 

5. Since thermodynamic imbalance between the micropores and the macro- 
pores is produced not only by a change of water content but also by a change of 
temperature, the present model predicts creep acceleration to happen not only as a 
result of changes in the moisture content of wood, but also as a result of changes in 
temperature, particularly as an effect of the time rate of temperature on the 
viscosity coefficients. This offers one important possibility for checking the 
correctness of the hypothesis. 
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6. The acceleration of  creep due to changes in moisture content may be 
introduced as a dependence of  the viscosities of  the Maxwell chain model on the 
magnitude of  the rate of  moisture content  

7. The aforementioned acceleration of  creep is approximately equivalent to 
additional, stress-induced shrinkage (or swelling) and stress-induced thermal 
expansion (or contraction), which permits the creep viscosities to be considered 
independent of  the rate of  moisture content  

8. The irreversibility of  deformation upon unloading may be reasonably 
described by a ratchet effect The internal blockages which prevent deformation 
recovery and are modeled by the ratched effect are likely to be affected by the 
movement of  water through the micropores of  the cell wall. 

9. To allow clear and unambiguous evaluation of  test results it is important 
that the specimens be at an almost uniform moisture content during the humidity 
changes. This can be achieved by using sufficiently thin specimens and a 
continuous, sufficiently slow, variation of  environmental humidity. 

10. The essential characteristics of  wood, which make its creep-rate sensitivity 
so similar to that of  other porous materials (e.g., portland cement concretes), are 
the existance of  pores of  vastly different sizes (capillary macropores and subcapil- 
lary micropores) and the hydrophylic nature of  the material forming the pore 
walls. 

Finally, it must be emphasized that the present model is basically speculative 
and depends on a number of  assumptions which appear reasonable but lack solid 
proofs. Obviously, much further work is required to reach complete understanding 
of  this complex problem. 
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